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Some voices 

(permission to quote was received) 

 

overall 

Although the change from one visual type to another was extreme I found 
this did not bother me. - Alessandra 

Some terrific stuff going on here. - Alison 

My concentration was on the visual images but generally it felt that they 
were very well backed up by the music which supplied atmosphere, varied 
pace, and was particularly effective in the changing phases of the 
juddering MRI experience. - Alessandra 

For me, it didn't work having the obviously different sections. But overall, 
the sequences take you through an experience . -  Wendy  

Overall - technically I thought it was very professionally put together - 
Arlene 

I really enjoyed the music, it was sensitive working in harmony with the 
images and helping to describe the sense of emotion. - Arlene 

The piece feels very much like 3 distinct “acts” - perhaps to me they feel 
too separate and distinct. - Sue 

 

on first section 

The first section, in particular was quite hypnotic and I found it relaxing. – 
Alison 

I enjoyed the first section of musician and visual artist combining images in 
paint - Alessandra 

Intro sequence: loved the photo portraits fading into painted ones, the 
music described a story beginning -I wanted to know more - Arlene 
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on middle section 

The blue and white grid scenes I found really menacing and nightmarish.- 
Alessandra 

The grid section was disturbing and scary. - Wendy  

The patterns  were like veins with blood and then the blue, maybe this is 
the dye they inject into your veins? - Wendy  

As well as the obvious medical reference, the grid seemed like a net from 
which you were struggling, and failing, to escape - Alison 

The music and the moving marks and drips giving me the sense of blood 
flowing I especially liked how it flowed upwards - Arlene 

Grid figure sequence - I wasn’t so keen on this, to me it felt too literal and 
too much like a video or some kind of fantasy play game and it didn’t have 
the same sense of promise that the intro did.- Arlene 

If I hadn't seen the title and you were eg wearing an all black Lycra suit it 
may have looked more like a Tron-type scene. - Alison 

I really enjoyed the performance element in the middle - I found it 
disquieting and striking.- Sue 

I loved the way that you allowed the paint to perform and the 
connotations that that brings. - Sue 

on last section 

The sand/sea - for me these relate to eternal, circular themes of transition, 
obliteration and temporality. - Alessandra 

The happy sand face washed away, losing yourself or peace of mind, and 
the rubbing out on the beach, make it all go away? - Wendy  

Sand face and obliteration -I felt it was a bit too literal, perhaps spelling 
out the message. ... yes I agree literal can mean different things to 
different people. For me it meant a person who was there and then was 
gone - perhaps died.  -Arlene 

  

 
 
 
 


